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Abstract
Optimization has been widely used in recent design of communication
and networking systems. One major hurdle in this endeavor lies in the
nonconvexity of many optimization problems that arise from practical
systems. To address this issue, we observe that most nonconvex problems encountered in communication and networking systems exhibit
monotonicity or hidden monotonicity structures. A systematic use of the
monotonicity properties would substantially alleviate the difficulty in
obtaining the global optimal solutions of the problems. This monograph
provides a succinct and accessible introduction to monotonic optimization, including the formulation skills and solution algorithms. Through
several application examples, we will illustrate modeling techniques and
algorithm details of monotonic optimization in various scenarios. With
this promising technique, many previously difficult problems can now be
solved with great efficiency. With this monograph, we wish to spur new
research activities in broadening the scope of application of monotonic
optimization in communication and networking systems.
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1
Introduction

1.1

Monotonic Optimization Theory and Applications

The global data traffic has reached 885 petabytes per month in 2012,
which is more than ten times the global Internet traffic in the entire
year of 2000. The rapid demand growth drives the research community to develop evolutionary and revolutionary approaches that
push the communication and networking system performance toward
new limits. To this end, optimization techniques have been proved
extremely useful in approaching the utmost capacity of the limited
available radio resources. Indeed, optimization methods have been successfully employed to obtain the optimal strategies for, for example,
radio resource allocation, routing and scheduling, power control and
interference avoidance, MIMO transceiver design, TCP flow control,
and localization, just to name a few.
Most recent advances of optimization techniques rely crucially on
the convexity of the problem formulation. Nonetheless, many problems
encountered in practical engineering systems are nonconvex by their
very nature. These problems are not only nonconvex in their original
forms, but also cannot be equivalently transformed to convex ones by
1
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any existing means.1 One such example is power control for throughput
maximization in wireless networks. Another example is general utility
maximization in random access networks.
An encouraging observation, however, is that a majority of nonconvex problems encountered in communication and networking systems
exhibit monotonicity or hidden monotonicity structures. For example,
the capacity and reliability of a wireless link monotonically increase
with the bandwidth and SINR (signal to interference and noise ratio)
of the link, and the quality of service provided to a user is a nondecreasing function of the amount of radio resources dedicated to the user. A
systematic use of monotonicity properties may substantially alleviate
the difficulty in obtaining the global optimal solution(s) of the problems, and this is indeed the key idea behind the monotonic optimization
theory.
The theory of monotonic optimization has been established relatively recently by a series of papers by Tuy [22, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37]
and others [17, 27]. To intuitively understand the potential advantages offered by a monotonicity structure, recall that the search for
a global optimal solution of a nonconvex optimization problem can
involve examining every feasible point in the entire feasible region. If
the objective function f (z) : Rn → R to be maximized is increasing,
however, then once a feasible point z is known, one can ignore the
whole cone z − Rn+ ,2 because no better feasible solution can be found
in this cone. On the other hand, if the function g(z) : Rn → R in a constraint like g(z) ≤ 0 is increasing, then once a point z is known to be
infeasible, the whole cone z + Rn+ can be ignored, because no feasible
solution can be found in this cone. As such, the monotonic nature of the
objective function and constraints allows us to limit the global search
to a much smaller region of the feasible set, thus drastically simplifying
the problem.
Only very recently was monotonic optimization introduced to the
communication and networking research community. The first attempt
1 Note

that there are also problems that are seemingly nonconvex, but can be equivalently
transformed to convex problems by existing known methods, for example, change of variables. Such problems are NOT considered as nonconvex in our context.
2 z − Rn and z + Rn correspond to the sets {z0 |z0 ≤ z} and {z0 |z0 ≥ z}, respectively.
+
+
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3

was made by Qian et al. [24], where the global optimal power control solution of ad hoc networks was found by exploiting the hidden
monotonicity of the nonconvex power control problem. This work was
subsequently followed by a number of researchers [5, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16,
19, 23, 25, 38, 39, 41, 43], where monotonicity or hidden monotonicity structures were exploited to solve a variety of nonconvex problems
arising from areas including capacity maximization, scheduling, MIMO
precoding and detection, distributed antenna coordination, and optimal
relaying, etc. By and large, the application of monotonic optimization
in communication and networking systems is still at its infancy stage,
mainly because the technique is relatively new and unfamiliar to the
communication and networking community. This is contrasted by the
fact that most nonconvex problems considered in the communication
and networking community are indeed monotonic.
The purpose of this monograph is to provide a succinct and accessible introduction to the theory and algorithms of monotonic optimization. Through several application examples, we will illustrate modeling
techniques and algorithm details of monotonic optimization in various
engineering scenarios. This is a humble attempt to spur new research
activities in substantially broadening the scope of application of this
promising technique in communication and networking systems.

1.2

Outline

There are two main parts in this monograph. Part I focuses on the
theory and Part II on the application.
Part I consists of Sections 2 and 3, and is mainly based on the work
of Tuy et al. [15, 22, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37]. In particular, Section 2
discusses the formulation techniques, including the canonical formulation of monotonic optimization problems and problems that can be
transformed into the canonical form. Section 3 introduces the polyblock
outer approximation algorithm and its various enhancements that expedite the algorithm. The discussion is then extended to problems with
discrete variables.
Part II consists of Sections 4–7. In particular, Section 4 discusses
nonconvex power control in wireless interference channels, where the
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problem formulations belong to a special class of monotonic optimization problems, namely, general linear fractional programming. Section 5
discusses power controlled scheduling problems, where we show how
to reduce the variable size by exploiting the convexity of some set.
Section 6 extends the discussion to multi-antenna systems where the
objective is to optimize the transmitter beamforming. In this section
we illustrate how to deal with vector variables in the polyblock outer
approximation algorithm. Finally, Section 7 concerns network utility
maximization in random access networks, where the problem is to maximize an increasing function of polynomials. Through this problem, we
illustrate the use of auxiliary variables to convert a “difference of monotonic” optimization problem to a canonical monotonic optimization
problem.

1.3

Notations

Throughout this monograph, vectors are denoted by boldface lower case
letters and matrices are denoted by boldface upper case letters. The ith
entry of a vector x is denoted by xi . We use R, R+ , and R++ to denote
the set of real numbers, nonnegative real numbers, and positive real
numbers, respectively. The set of n-dimensional real, nonnegative real,
and positive real vectors are denoted by Rn , Rn+ , Rn++ , respectively.
ei ∈ Rn denotes the ith unit vector of Rn , i.e., the vector such that
eii = 1 and eij = 0 for all j 6= i. e ∈ Rn is an all-one vector.
For any two vectors x, y ∈ R, we say x ≤ y (or x < y) if xi ≤ yi
(or xi < yi ) for all i = 1, · · · , n. When x ≤ y, we also say y dominates x or x is dominated by y. Moreover, x − Rn+ and x + Rn+ correspond to the cones {x0 |x0 ≤ x} and {x0 |x0 ≥ x}, respectively. ∪, ∩,
and\ represent set union, set intersection, and set difference operators,
respectively.
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